Shade and Tent Structure Solutions

We believe that
today’s innovation is
tomorrow’s tradition

About Us
FIOBCO was founded in 1993 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates and has
been instrumental in improving the quality of shade structure solutions
across the GCC region. As the first tensile structure provider in the UAE
to build its own manufacturing facility, we have complete expertise in
designing, manufacturing and installation of shade structures in order to
meet the ever evolving needs of the region’s architectural progression.
We are proud to be associated with well-known contractors who we
consider as not just our clients, but our partners. In our endeavor to
provide a wide variety of quality products, we have built our partnerships
with the world’s most innovative companies in the tensile fabric industry
from Germany, France and Australia.
Our highly professional and well-trained design, engineering,
manufacturing, installation and management teams ensure FIOBCO
delivers the best quality solutions every time. At FIOBCO, we are
committed to develop innovations inspired by traditio.

Since 1993 we have been the creative shade experts
specializing in tensile shade structures. Our shade structures
are bespoke, versatile, attractive and durable, making them the
perfect solution for outside areas requiring man-made shade.

Our Vision
FIOBCO endeavors to provide the highest quality
tensile shade structure solutions in the region. We
deliver new concepts and innovations that set the
trend and sculpt the country’s skyline.
We pride ourselves on being the first company in the
UAE to cover all aspects of the design, fabrication,
tailoring, erection and maintenance, all under one
roof. This allows us to have complete control over
the solutions we deliver as well as the creative
freedom to explore different designs and concepts.
From car park shades to grandstand shades,
awnings and canopies, resort shades and all types
of tensile structures, Fiobco can guarantee the
best quality product every time.

Our Mission
and Values
FIOBCO firmly believes its mission is to encourage, expand and effect
innovations that will contribute to the development in GCC Region. It is our
mission to:
I Encourage creativity, camaraderie and communication in our departments
as well as with our partners/clients.
I Expand our products and services using the latest technology, maintaining
the highest quality standards and specifications; that is our trademark.
I Effect the development of the current market and set the trend of the
future’s tradition.

Why work with us?

As the first tensile structure
provider in the UAE to build its own
manufacturing factory, we have
complete in-house expertise in
designing, manufacturing, installation
and maintenance in order to meet
the ever evolving needs of the
regions architectural progression.

As a one-stop shop we have
control over each step of the
designing, production and
installation; this allows us to
implement meticulous attention to
detail during every step of a
project’s process.

We are one of only a few
companies that provide PTFE
tensile structures.

Our International warranties are a
testament to the extremely highquality of our products.

As experts in the industry, we are
able to offer diversified solutions to
suit the needs of each customer.

The FIOBCO 6 Step Cycle
At FIOBCO we have control over every part of a project, from
the initial enquiry to the completed installation. This allows us
to implement meticulous attention to detail during every step
of a project’s process and request approval from clients to
ensure that they are fully satisfied with the progress. We have
simplified the intricate project process into a 6 Step Cycle.
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An enquiry is submitted
detailing the clients
requirements.

Our team develops a solution and
provides an estimate of costs and
project timelines.

Once the estimate has been
approved, our talented designers
begin the design process and create
several design drawings.

When everyone has agreed on the
final designs, the fabrication of steel,
tensile membrane and accessories
begin on site in our factory

On completion of fabrication,
our team begins the installation
of the shading.

Our team are available for
any ongoing maintenance
required.

What we do?

Tensile Shades

Tent Rentals

Steel structures

Maintenance

Stylish way to transform your outdoor area
and find your own space in the shade

Tensile
Shades
As tensile shade structure experts,
we are able to take care of every
aspect of a shade installation project.
This gives us the freedom to create
unique custom solutions and ensure
stunning end products.
Tensile shade structures are the perfect
solution for spaces that require structures
that combine form and functionality.
The roof membrane is secured with
steel cables to create tensile stress,
making them malleable and capable of
overcoming forces impacted upon them
from the elements.
Thanks to the use of thin canvases, the
structural system requires only a small
amount of material to cover large spans.

Tensile Shade Applications

Wild Wadi

Yas Mall

Zayed University

Entertainment

parking Shades

Community & Education

Ritz Carlton

Flexible Solar Shade Concept

Madinat Jumeirah

Swimming pools

Solar parking Shades

Retail & Commercial

Tensile Roof Projects
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Sail Shades
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Conical Shades
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Steel Shade Finish
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Tent Rentals
Renting a tent is an ideal way to create
a temporary venue for a variety of
celebrations and events such as corporate
gatherings, exhibitions, awards ceremonies,
weddings, and sport events.
The tent rentals are also available for
commercial requirements such as temporary
expansion of restaurants, warehouse space,
showrooms or even as facilities for labour and
military camps.

Create a unique venue for your
special occasion, anytime, anywhere

There are a variety of accessories available
for installation according to the needs of the
temporary venue space such as integrated airconditioning and generators.
Our experienced team works with 24/7
dedication, to deliver end-to-end hassle-free
service for every project.

Tent Styles

Private event

Public Event

Government Event

Arabic Tent

“A” Frame Tent

glass panel Tent

Public Event

Corporate Event

Government Event

luxury Seating Arrangement

Ballroom Seating Arrangement

lounge Seating Arrangement

European Tents

glASS pAnEl CAnopy TEnT

SpECIAl oCCASIon SETTIng

glASS pAnEl TEnT

Arabic Tents

ARABIC CAnopy TEnT

ARABIC STylE TEnT

TRADITIonAl SETTIng

Ramadan Tents

glASS pAnnEl “A” FRAME TEnT

IFTAR DInIng SETTIng

TRADITIonAl SETTIng

IFTAR BUFFET SETTIng

Summer Tents
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ARCUM SUMMER TEnT

loUngE SETTIng

Timeless steel structures for
stability and peace of mind

Steel
structures
FIOBCO Shades & Tents has it’s own
steel fabrication facility in Jebel Ali where
concepts can become reality.
Everything from design to fabrication and
erection is done in-house; from small steel
shades to steel truss and on to large-scale
steel structures, we can do it all.
With the combination of creative
innovation and the tireless pursuit of
excellence, FIOBCO endeavors to provide
its customers with an effortless partnership
to turn your designs into an erected
structure.

STEEl STRUCTURE WITH WooD FInISHIng

Protect your investment
with professional care

Maintenance
A well installed canopy or shade is only
the beginning. It is also vitally important to
maintain your shade structure to ensure it lasts
a long time. FIOBCO’s maintenance team can
provide cleaning, repair, refurbishment and
general maintenance work at key stages of the
life of your shade.
Maintenance and cleaning frequency depends
on a number of factors, such as location of
installation and surrounding environment (trees,
A/C ducts and exposure to sun and dust etc.).
Generally, we recommend that your shade
should be cleaned annually, however a higher
frequency of maintenance is suggested due to
the severity of the climate in the Middle East.

Fabric Types
HDpE
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) mesh is a heavy duty
knitted shade cloth designed for tensile membrane shade structures
and shade sails. Shade mesh comes in a variety of styles, colours and
shade factors.

pvC
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) is a common, strong but lightweight plastic
used in construction. It is a cost-effective alternative to traditional
roofing systems and can be produced in a multitude of colours. When
produced in bright white, this flexible fabric membrane reduces
radiant heat gain, keeping interior temperatures cooler during
warmer weather conditions.

pTFE
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a Teflon-coated
woven fiberglass membrane that is extremely durable
and tolerant of even the most extreme weather
elements.

FAQs

How long would it take
to install a sHade/tent?

wHat are tHe details of tHe
international warranty?

do tHe sHades offer
protection from uV rays?

All our shades and tents are
manufactured according to specific
requirements and a timeline will be
provided along with estimate at the
beginning of the project. There are
a number of factors which would
influence the timeline of a project
such as the design and size of
shade/tent.

We can provide international
warranties of up to 30 years on
fabric, 10 years on all structures
and the maintenance will ensure
that they last even longer than
that.

Yes, they do. That’s what makes
them great for swimming pools
and outdoor shading solutions as
they offer protection from the sun’s
UV rays.

are tHe sHades waterproof?

How often will i need to
clean tHe sHades?

do tHe fabrics come in
different colours?

You will not need to clean the shades
as the fabric membranes have self
cleaning formulae which prevents dust
and sand from sticking to the surface.

PVC and HDPE comes in all
colours and PTFE comes in beige
and off-white.

Yes, we can provide waterproof
solutions.

+971 4 880 4555
Jebel Ali Industrial Area
PO Box: 29460, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
info@fiobco.com
www.fiobco.com

